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Certain versions of Open-xchange Appsuite from Open-xchange
contain the following vulnerability:

An issue was discovered in Open-Xchange OX AppSuite before 7.8.0-
rev27. The aria-label parameter of tiles at the Portal can be used to
inject script code. Those labels use the name of the file (e.g. an image)
which gets displayed at the portal application. Using script code at the
file name leads to script execution. Malicious script code can be

executed within a user's context. This can lead to session hijacking or triggering unwanted
actions via the web interface (sending mail, deleting data etc.). Users actively need to add a
file to the portal to enable this attack. In case of shared files however, a internal attacker may
modify a previously embedded file to carry a malicious file name. Furthermore this
vulnerability can be used to persistently execute code that got injected by a temporary script
execution vulnerability.

CVSS3 Score: 5.4 - MEDIUM
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NETWORK LOW LOW REQUIRED
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CHANGED LOW LOW NONE

CVSS2 Score: 3.5 - LOW
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NETWORK MEDIUM SINGLE
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NONE PARTIAL NONE

CVE-2016-3173 has been assigned by  cve@mitre.org to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM  severity.
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CVE References

Description Tags Link

Open-Xchange OX AppSuite 7.8.0 XSS /
Open Redirect ≈ Packet Storm

Third Party Advisory

VDB Entry

packetstormsecurity.com

text/html

 CONFIRM packetstormsecurity.com/files/137187/Open-
Xchange-OX-AppSuite-7.8.0-XSS-Open-Redirect.html

SecurityFocus web.archive.org

text/html

Inactive Link Not Archived

 BUGTRAQ 20160525 Open-Xchange Security Advisory
2016-05-25

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Open-xchange Open-xchange Appsuite All rev26 All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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